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STUDENT PARTICIPANTS
Oral and Poster Presentations

Linda Agyapong   P2   Emily Houk   ES
Veronica Angeles P1, P34  Catherine Hunter O5.2
Elizabeth Ave Maria P3  Mujtaba Ali Isani O4.1, O6.3
Caitlin Barnes    ES  Emily Jones  O1.1
Kyle Beasley     P4   Amy Kapp    P24
Kristina Bennett P5   Miranda Kiefer P10
Matt Berg        P6   Kyleigh Kirbach P25
Thomas Bersano   P7   Rosa Kleinman O5.4
Susan Blunck     O1.1  Cory Kline    P26
Natalie Boesche ES   Jessica Kong  O4.2
Jason Bothwell   P8   Michael Kozak O5.3
Derek Carlson    O2.1  Scott W. Krabbe P27
Caitlin Carr     O7.2  Ramya Kumar    ES
Anne Marie Casa ES  Phillip Lazzara P11, P28
Brittany Childs  P10  Keith A. Lehuta P29
Michael Chiodo  P11, P28  Stephen Little P30
Maia Czwornog   O2.2  Aislinn Lowry O7.1
Kristina Dakis  P12   Harirajan Mani P31
Hannah Detig     P13  Gina Manson  ES
Cassie DeVore    P14  Thomas Marlow P33
Andrew Dorkin    O5.1  Anne Marquette P32
Samantha Eads   O3.2  Julia Martino P1, P34
Christy Engel    ES  Megan Mealer P35
William Erlain   O3.1  Mari Mermelstein ES
Geoffrey Evans-Grimm P15  John Meuser O2.3
Golibe Eze-Echesi P16  Kari Monegato ES
Kelsey Farrell   P17  Aaron Moore P33
Lauren Geary     P18  Kenny Moore P36
Cathy Gembara   ES  Jessica Pang ES
Megan Gleason    P19  Kelly Petersen O1.1
Clare Goebel     O1.3  Ross Pingolt P37
Anna Groves     P20  Daniel M. Podgorski P38
Emily Haager    ES  Kyle Portnoy  O8.2
Casey Hamm      P21  Nikki Preston P39
Kelsey Hample   O6.1  Ryan Quinn    P40
Kathleen Henegan P22  Garrett Rapp O9.2
Jeremy Henle    P23  Alyssa Ray  P41
Ellen Ho        ES  BethAnne Roberts P42
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Peter Rosen P43
Stephanie R. Ross O1.2
John Sacranie O8.3
Juliana Sainati ES
Christina Salazar P44
Jennifer Sanderson P45
Jesse Schaar O2.4, Music
Brian Schaeffer ES
Monica Simonin P46
Elizabeth Sinclair ES
Cory Sloan O3.3
Amanda Sobottka P47
Jennifer A. Sobyra P48
Amber Spiewak P49
Brooke Stevens P51
Stefan Stoev O4.3
Erin Strauts P50
Marie Sutor P52
Christine Szukalla ES
Morgan Tarbutton P53
Bobby Tazioli P54
Katlyn Teachen Music
Andrew Tobin ES
Patrick Topf O6.2
Patricia Troxell P55
Christopher Unger O9.3
Katie Utesch ES
Amy VanDerVoorn ES
Emily Vock O9.1
Chelsea Wallis ES
Nate Wheatley P56
Travis Williams P57
Carrie Williams ES
Malory Wodka P58
Erica Woodall P59
Dennis Zic O8.1
Bobby Zoeller ES
Jennifer Zyks ES